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How About Dahlias?

Don’t you need some for your Spring Sales? Please note our attractive prices for strong field-grown roots. We have over 300 choice kinds, and can put up almost any sort of a collection or mixture to order. Let us price your lists of wants.


Strong divisions, 3¢ each. Undivided field clumps, 6¢ each.


Strong divisions, 6¢ each. Undivided clumps, 15¢ each.


Strong divisions, 3¢ each. Clumps 5¢ each.

Show and Fancy. A. D. Livoni, Arabella, Cuban Giant, Ethel, Emily, Hanna, Mrs. Dexter, Pink Dandy, Progress, Peeress, Queen Victoria, Storm King.

Strong divisions, 3¢ each. Clumps, 5¢ each.


Strong divisions 3¢ each. Clumps, 5¢ each.

Peony Sorts. Germania, Glorie de Baarn, Queen Emma.

Strong divisions, 10¢ each.

Twentieth Century, single, strong divisions 5¢ each. Clumps 10¢ each.

Choice Mixed. All classes and colors. Divisions, 2¢ each. Clumps, 3¢ each. Per 1,000, $25.

Choice Mixed, to color and class divisions, 3¢ each, Clumps 4 cts. Per 1,000, $30.

Choice Mixed New Seedlings. Many are extra good. None ever introduced. If you want something extra good and different, get a good supply of these seedlings. Strong divisions, 3¢ each. Clumps, 6¢ each. Per 1,000, $40.

The above mixtures are extra good value. Nothing in them that you would be ashamed to sell. Just what you want for counter trade, or Agency Sales. Try them.

Prices on the above are subject to stock being unsold when order is received.

Packing free. Barrels and boxes at cost.

For $1, cash, we will send 20 named sorts, our selection, postpaid, by mail. 6 collections for $5, postpaid. Order early.

THE ATLANTIC NURSERY CO., INC.


BERLIN, MARYLAND.